
SURVEY QUESTIONS
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Question 2: What are your top choices for splash pad elements?
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Question 3: Do you have any general comments about the overall design of your splash pad?
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Question 1: Which concept do you prefer for the splash pad?

# Times Mentioned

Play station 56

Can’t wait for next summer

for all ages

Just make sure it’s big and spacious and enough room for everyone not get too crowded 

My daughter helped fill this one out and is very excited!

Some lights for summer nightly shows. Music playing. Canopies for shade. Side benches for 

parents.

Very concerned how sanitary a Splash Pad will be. Will there be constant testing to monitor 

the amount of bacteria? Will the water have chlorine in it? 

The kids would love it…

Slip proof floors

Hopefully, the splash pad can have a mix of the elements mentioned above.

I am actually super excited about this splash pad. 

# Times Mentioned

Natural/earth tone colors 26

Bright/primary colors 81

Splash sculpture 24

20

Flash flood 74

Hydrohelix 30

Ripple run 65

Canopy cluster 85

Hydrosphere 

AquaHedra 21

Labyrinth 48

Ground spray 62

Special needs accommodations 

No it would be safe to not put to much hands on with germs and everything 

This is so needed here in Soledad.

Water slide

Changing rooms near/ lockers 

Will this operate during certain hours? Or how much water will this use or be wasted? Is the 

water reused to conserve?

Finally we have been asking for this for years with our summer heat when you have families 

who cannot afford the pool fee

I’m excited about this!!
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